St. Mary’s School, Dwarka
Holiday Homework
Class XII
Subject: Business Studies
Nature and Significance of Management
Note: Answer the following questions in your respective notebook
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5.
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Management is a complex activity that has a three main dimensions i.e., management of work,
management of people and management of operation. State two sub dimensions of management of
people.
1
Identify the basic characteristic of management involved in the statement- “ The activities involved in
managing an enterprise are common to all organizations, whether social, political, educational, religious
or economic”.
1
Mr. Pearson, the managing director of KOOL Ltd. directed his production manager to work for the
reduction of cost of production. Although the production manager succeeded in cutting, down the cost
but failed to achieve the target production. Consequently, the goods failed to reach the market in time
and hence the demand for their product declined. Moreover, their competitors took advantage of their
lacuna and captured the market.
Is the production manager effective and efficient?
1
World Ltd. is a large Organization dealing in food products. Mr. Ram, the finance manager wants to
raise the minimum possible finance to reduce the cost of financing. Mr. Ravi, the production manager
wants to raise the level of production to attain the economics of scale and Mr. Kavi, the sales manager
want to sell output on large scale to attain maximum revenue. Although the aims of above mentioned
managers are different still they all unite in their efforts.
What unites the efforts of different departmental heads in case of the above organization?
1
In order to be successful every organization is required to change its style of working and policies
according to the needs of the changing environment.
Which characteristic of management is highlighted here?
3
Mr. David was running a business unit for the past couple of years. He now feels that in order to
increase customers it is important to diversify his business. In order to achieve the same he decided to
launch a new line of product.
Identify the organizational objective discussed here.
3
Nature limited is engaged in the extraction of minerals beneath the earth. As the company is using the
resources given by the nature it decided to help the poor children by undertaking various educational
activities for them. The initiative of the company was highly appreciated by everyone and it also helped
in increasing sales of the company.
Identify the objectives of Nature Ltd. indicated in the above case.
3
Mr. Satender is working as the Vice President of Sundri Ltd. Name the managerial level at which he is
working.
State any three functions he will perform as the Vice President in this company.
3
Ms. Jennie is the head of a dramatic group, which organizes plays in different cities of the world for the
last many years. Their plays were very famous throughout the world but now their popularity shows a
downward trend. She therefore decided to revive the group by hiring some new professionals of the
similar field having world fame. She also undertook necessary changes in her plays as per the
requirement of the time to regain popularity.
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Identify and explain the characteristics of management reflected in the above-mentioned Para.
At what level of management Ms. Jennie is placed. Support your answer.
4
Mr. Rahees, a Businessman Studies teacher, is employed at Divine Collage. According to his students
he teaches in such a unique manner that all of they enjoyed it and always try not to miss his lecture.
Moreover he ensures that he involve all of his students in the discussion in the class. His attitude and
concern towards his students made him famous in the college. His students are very happy and satisfied
with him.
Identify and explain the nature of management involved in the above discussion by quoting the line.
In adding to (a) above, state one more aspect regarding management, which can explain its nature.
State any one value, which Mr. Rahees want to communicate to the society.
5
Management is regarded as an art by some, as science or as an inexact science by others. The truth
seems to be somewhere between.
In the light of this statement, explain the true nature of management.
6

PRINCIPLES OF MANAGEMENT
Q.1 How are principles of management formed?
1
Q.2 Management should find ‘One best way’ to perform a task. Which technique of Scientific management
is highlighted here?
1
Q.2 “Management principles are not the principles of pure science.” Comment
1
Q.3 “Principles of management are guidelines to action but do not provide readymade solution to all
managerial problems.” Why?
1
Q.4 Why is it said that management principles are behavioural?
1
Q.5 Principles of management are intended to establish cause and effect relationship. Why may it be
difficult to establish such relationships?
1
Q.6 If the company does not provide the right place for physical and human resources, which principle of
management is violated?
1
Q.7 Why is it said that management principles are contingent?
1
Q.8 Which device helps subordinates the same level of different departments to communicate directly in
case of emergency?
1
Q.9 A manager should have the right to punish a subordinate for wilfully not obeying a legitimate order but
only after sufficient opportunity has been given to his / her case. Identify the principle of management
highlighted here.
1
Q.10 Name the principle of management which resembles military organization.
1
Q.11 Hina and Harish are typists in a company having same educational qualifications. Hina is getting
Rs.6000 per month and Harish Rs.8000 per month as salary for the same working hours. Which
principle of management is violated in this case?
3
Q.12 Nikhil, a manager, very often speaks to people at all levels, passing on instructions regarding his
department and also the other departments. Which principle of management is being overlooked? 3
Q.13 In Asfia Ltd., an employee has the objective of maximising his salary, but the organizational objective
is to maximise output at competitive cost. There was some dispute on this for a while. Eventually, the
organisation’s interest was given priority over employee’s interest. Name the principle related to this
situation.
1
Q.14 Priyanka, a manager, expects her subordinates to adapt to the new environment and working conditions
without giving them to settle down. Which principle of management is being overlooked?
1

Q.15 Which technique of scientific management aims at elimination of superfluous varieties, sizes and
dimensions of the product?
3
Q.16 In one of the principle of scientific management Taylor emphasises that there should be equal division
of work and responsibility between workers and management and management should work almost side
by side with the workers helping and smoothening the way for them. Identify the principle.
1
Q.17 Name any two causes for fatigue of workers.
1
Q.18 Which technique of scientific management is an extension of the principle of division of work and
specialization on the shop floor?
3
Q.19 Which principle of Taylor advocates scientific enquiry as opposed to hit and trial method?
3
Q.20 In your school, you observed that the books are kept in office, chalks in the library and office record in
the staff room. How will that affect the achievement of school objectives? Which aspect of management
is lacking here and why? As a manager, what steps will you take to rectify the shortcomings?
3
Q.21 Which principle of management aims at securing the loyalty and devotion of the employees by giving
them kind, fair and just treatment? Explain the principle with a suitable example.
3
Q.22 The directors of Arti Ltd., an organisation manufacturing air conditioners have asked their production
manager to manufacture 50 air-conditioners per day. The production manager has no authority to
purchase special material required for the production of air conditioners. As a result, he could not make
air-conditioners of standard quality. Is production manager is responsible for this? Explain the relevant
principle in support of your answer.
3
Q.23 Which technique of Taylor separates Planning and Execution functions?
4
Q.24 Which technique of Taylor differentiates between an efficient and an in efficient worker?
5
Q.25 Explain how principles of management provide useful insight into reality?
1

